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Summary

SUMMARY
This Transit Development Plan (TDP) makes recommendations for Central Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority’s (CPTA) fixed route bus service in York County, called rabbittransit. CPTA is
an expanding organization that provides fixed route service in Adams and York Counties, and
paratransit/shared ride service in ten counties.
This TDP is deliberately not full of reams of data. Historical data can be found in previous Annual
Reports of Transit Statistics produced by York County Planning Commission (YCPC) and rabbittransit
is continuously collecting and archiving data. The recommendations that follow are the product of
data analysis for October 2015 through September 2016. Data explaining the justification for each
recommendation is included directly in the recommendation’s narrative, but the entirety of data
available to and analyzed by YCPC is not included.
Rabbittransit has an active management team that excels at addressing the many nuts-and-bolts
issues of running a transit system as they arise. Rabbittransit reviews ridership, schedule adherence
and other performance measures on a monthly basis. This plan emphasizes large-scale priorities for
the system in the foreseeable future, focusing on increasing ridership and providing a better transit
experience.
This plan includes a brief overview of the rabbittransit system and changes since the previous transit
development plan in 2011, then details the eight core recommendations listed below. Brief routespecific recommendations based on a SWOT analysis follow, and the appendices include maps and
notes. Concurrently, YCPC revised rabbittransit’s design and service standards, which are in a
standalone document but set goals for the system.

Recommendations
1. Provide more reliable service
2. Consolidate and enhance bus stops
3. Increase frequency on most-used routes
4. Deliver service in the most-supportive areas
5. Adapt to the changing needs of riders
6. Collaborate with the private sector and embrace changing technology
7. Partner with other government entities
8. Expand route and road network knowledge
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Background Information

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Within York County, rabbittransit operates 24 fixed routes, 21 traditional routes and 3 Express
routes. This plan divides the routes into four primary groups: Core, Radial, Hanover, and Express.
These designations began in the
Route
Origin and Destination
Core Routes
2011 transit development plan. York
1E
Transfer Center to York Mall (East York Wal-Mart)
County Planning Commission and
1W
Transfer Center to West Manchester Town Center
rabbittransit staff based these
2N
Transfer Center to Manchester Crossroads
3N
Transfer Center to Northwest Plaza
groupings on the routes’ similar
4E
Transfer Center to Memorial Hospital
ridership numbers, geographic
5E
Transfer Center to Greensprings Plaza
coverage, and purpose.
5W
Transfer Center to West York Borough
6N
7S
8S
9S
10S
12
13
14N
16
18N
19N
20N
20S
22N
15N
83N
83S

Transfer Center to York City Industrial Park
Transfer Center to South York
Transfer Center to York Hospital via George St
Transfer Center to York Hospital via Queen St
Radial Routes
York City to Dallastown and Red Lion Boroughs
York Mall to Hellam, Wrightsville, and Columbia Boroughs
West Manchester Town Center to Dover Borough
Manchester Crossroads to Manchester Borough
York City to Hanover Borough
Manchester Crossroads to Manchester Borough
Manchester Crossroads to Manchester Borough
Hanover Routes
Hanover Square to Hanover Crossing
Hanover Square to southern Hanover
Hanover Square to Hanover Crossing
Express Routes
Gettysburg to Harrisburg via US 15 (Dillsburg Borough)
York City to Harrisburg via I-83
York City to northern Maryland via I-83

The map on the following page
illustrates the locations of
rabbittransit’s fixed route service in
York County. Each route group is
colored according to the scheme in
the table to the left.
The Core routes serve the City of York
and the immediately surrounding
area. These routes operate as a huband-spoke system, connecting to one
another at the Transfer Center on
Pershing Ave in the City of York.
Routes 1E and 1W are sometimes
separated because they have very

high ridership numbers when compared to the other routes.
The Radial routes extend farther into suburban and rural areas of York County. Routes 10S and 16
have an endpoint at the Transfer Center, but the others are only accessible from York City via a
transfer from a Core Route.
The Hanover routes operate in Hanover Borough and the surrounding area, and connect to York City
via Route 16. The Express routes serve commuters traveling outside of York County.
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Background Information

Changes to the System since the 2011 TDP
The 2011 TDP recommended a number of major and minor changes to the system. The table below
shows whether rabbittransit has implemented these recommendations. Notes about this table
follow.
Fixed Route Recommendations
While rabbittransit staff has not increased
Increase frequency on Core routes
frequency on most of the Core routes since the
Reconfigure 2B, 3B, 6B
√
Provide service to OSS
√
2011 TDP, they have added trips to Route 1W.
Reconfigure 5B following Mt Rose construction
Remove deviations from Routes 12 and 13
Add mid-day service on Routes 12 and 13
Conduct study of Manchester routes
Reroute Route 15
Add first and last runs to Route 16
Eliminate Route 17
Conduct study of Hanover routes
Create a route on Cape Horn Rd
Continue to pursue commuter express service
Rename routes with directions
Raise the base fare to $1.50
Create a student pass with reduced fare
Create bus passes with photo ID
Eliminate stops with very little activity
Use larger bus stop signs

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Paratransit Recommendations

Create an East York shuttle service
Create a Shrewsbury Circulator service
Additional Recommendations

Annual schedule adherence reporting
Develop performance measure benchmarks
Remove or trim a number of street trees
Collect data on wheelchair boardings
(by route or stop)
Increase driver training on AVL system

√
√
√
√
√

Interagency Coordination

Construct bus shelters strategically
Analyze connectivity with sidewalks
Participate in protection of traffic activities during
construction
Encourage transit consideration in
Comprehensive Plans
Encourage transit consideration in SALDOs

√
√
√

The 2011 TDP recommended rerouting Route
15. Rabbittransit eliminated the route and
created Route 10S with similar geographic
coverage.
Although rabbittransit raised the base fare to
$1.50 shortly after the 2011 TDP, they then
raised it to $1.55 in July 2013, and again to
$1.60 in July 2014.
While discussing the recommendation about
student fares with rabbittransit staff, another
issue arose. Bus drivers were often questioning
a non-traditional student’s pass because the
individual did not look like a traditional 18 to
23-year-old college student. To remedy this,
rabbittransit now sells adult passes directly to
post-secondary schools at a reduced cost.
Understandably, rabbittransit has not yet
replaced every bus stop sign in the county.
However, as signs need to be replaced,
rabbittransit is using larger bus stop signs as
recommended in the 2011 TDP.

The 2011 TDP produced a list of street trees
that were causing problems for bus drivers. In the immediately following months, many
municipalities trimmed these trees. However, drivers are beginning to have trouble with the same
trees as they regrow and municipalities are not maintaining them.
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Changes Not from the 2011 TDP
Rabbittransit continuously monitors its bus routes for schedule adherence, ridership, and other
issues. The organization’s staff are diligent about making appropriate route modifications to address
these issues. Over five years, these modifications are numerous, and most are not significant
enough to warrant any particular attention in this section.
Many of these modifications address the scheduled time between one timepoint and the next, but
do not affect the overall schedule. In other words, the route still takes the same amount of time to
complete (on paper, at least), but the scheduled time between points is adjusted. Likewise, many
other modifications are minor deviations from a route, but they do not change the geographical area
the route serves. However, rabbittransit has made four major changes to its fixed routes that were
not recommendations from the 2011 TDP.
First, rabbittransit eliminated Route 23, which supplemented the other fixed routes in the Hanover
area. Route 23 was a community route, but the largest population to ride the services was students
of the Hanover School District. The school district’s recent decision to provide transportation to its
students has resulted in a dramatic loss in ridership in the Hanover area. In addition to the
elimination of the route, this loss in ridership has sparked discussions about the future of fixed route
service in the area.
The second and third major routing changes dealt with two routes serving southern York City. In the
spring of 2015, Route 7S primarily served York College of Pennsylvania with service via Pershing and
Springettsbury Avenues. Ridership on this route was very low, and the rabbittransit Board agreed to
eliminate mid-day service. Now, Route 7S only operates from 6:00 AM to 8:30 AM and 3:00 PM to
5:30 PM.
To continue to provide mid-day service in this area, the Board also approved the third change, a
major routing change to Route 9S. Before this change, the route serviced the Edgar Square shopping
and medical center on Edgar St before traveling to York Hospital. Ridership in the section between
the Transfer Center and Edgar Square was low. Following the change, Route 9S now travels between
the Transfer Center and York Hospital via Pershing Avenue, Jackson Street, and South George
Street. Route 9S operates throughout the day, from 6:30 AM to 10:00 PM, thus covering that area
during the hours the 7S was cut.
Lastly, following the 2011 TDP, rabbittransit created Route 10S with service between the Transfer
Center and Dallastown and Red Lion Boroughs via South Queen Street (PA 74). Because this route is
still relatively new, rabbittransit continues to make minor tweaks to its routing and schedule. The
most relevant fact to this discussion is Route 10S’s coverage of the area around Edgar Square and
Penn State York. This route ensures that this area continues to have fixed route service following the
changes mentioned above.

Background Information

Previous and Concurrent Planning Efforts
This TDP summarizes a set of work undertaken by rabbittransit and the YCPC following the 2011 TDP
and this document’s completion in December 2016. Following the previous TDP, YCPC began
producing Annual Reports of Transit Statistics (ARTS) that inform the recommendations made in this
document. At the same time, rabbittransit began to more closely track and document important
performance measures – riders per revenue hour/mile and schedule adherence, to name two
measures crucial to this document -- at a more granular level than ever before.
In the winter of 2016, YCPC met with many of rabbittransit’s drivers in a series of focus groups. The
full notes of these meetings can be found in Appendix C. Combined with high-level discussions with
rabbittransit executives and managers, YCPC staff had a number of preliminary issues and ideas to
investigate. In the summer of 2016, rabbittransit conducted an accessibility inventory of its bus
stops. The data from that study was used in this plan to inform the preliminary stop consolidation
maps found in Appendix B and the process for prioritizing amenity investment.
Throughout 2016, rabbittransit undertook inclusive transportation planning efforts culminating in the
3P Ride initiative. The outreach efforts of that program to date were primarily focus groups with
senior citizens and people with disabilities who both use rabbittransit and do not. The preliminary
summaries of those efforts have been incorporated into the recommendations of this plan.
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Recomendation One: Provide More Reliable Service

RECOMENDATION ONE: PROVIDE MORE RELIABLE
SERVICE
Why: Reliability Overview
Reliability refers to how often the bus runs on time, or how often it can be expected to be at a bus
stop when it’s supposed to be. Printed schedules tell riders when to expect the bus. Rabbittransit
gives its buses a five-minute window after that printed time to still be considered on-time.
In human terms, if a rider relies on the bus for work, we can assume they take ten trips per week:
five from home to work and five in the reverse direction. If the bus is 80% reliable, two of those ten
trips are not on-time. If those trips are late (not early) and are taking the rider to work, that could
have serious consequences for the rider’s employment.
Rabbittransit has set a goal of 92% reliability. With an overall reliability of 79%, the system does not
meet this goal. From a customer service standpoint, this is the most important problem for
rabbittransit to remedy. The
90%
250,000
100%
84%
81%
following section outlines this
77%
200,000
80%
problem in more detail.
60%
150,000

60%

100,000

40%

Reliability by Route Group

None of the route groups meet the
50,000
20%
goal of 92% reliability. The Hanover
routes come closest at 90%, and the
0
0%
Ones
Core
Radial
Hanover
Express
Express routes – which carry
Number - On-time Number - Late Number - Early Percent - On-time
commuters almost exclusively – are
worst at 60%. Someone using the
Express routes to go to work every day can expect to arrive to work on time 3 out of 5 days of the
work week. On average, the Ones and Core routes are between 80 and 85% reliable. As discussed
above, this means a daily rider on the 1E or 1W can expect these routes to be off-schedule at least
two out of their ten trips a week.

Data Explanation
Time
6:00
AM
7:00
AM
8:00
AM
9:00
AM

M

T

W

R

F

Imagine standing at a bus stop for an entire week. Rabbittransit’s printed
schedule shows a time that the bus is supposed to leave that bus stop. If the
bus leaves before the scheduled time, you mark down that the bus was early. If
the bus leaves within five minutes after the scheduled time, you mark down that
the bus was on time. If the bus leaves the stop more than five minutes after the
scheduled time, you mark down that it was late.
The table to the left shows what your tallies might look like after one week for a
typical AM peak period (6 AM to 9 AM). On-time buses are in gray, early buses
are in red, and late buses are in orange. In total, you tallied 20 times the bus left
the stop. The bus was on time 12 times, or 60%; the bus left early 3 times, or
15%; and the bus was late 5 times, or 25% of the trips you watched.
Rabbittransit’s AVL technology allows us to complete this kind of evaluation for
every time the bus leaves a scheduled bus stop, also called a timepoint, 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. For the study period, this totals more than
500,000 data points. To determine a route’s reliability, we average all its trips.
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We assume that the extremely low reliability of the Express routes can be solved to some degree by
adjusting the timepoints to more accurately reflect real-world travel conditions. Following the 2011
TDP, rabbittransit made similar adjustments to the timepoints of all non-Express routes, resulting in
improved reliability.
Additionally, rabbittransit is considering changes to the reliability measurement for the Express
routes because of the unique characteristics of the service. 83N Express riders, for example, are
required to “cross the river.” Therefore, during the morning trips, riders are primarily concerned with
being picked up on-time at the York stops, and then getting to their destination in Harrisburg as
quickly as possible. In other words, early trips are not a concern to the 83N in the Harrisburg area
during the morning. Also, the system that measures schedule adherence requires timepoints to be
placed every few miles, but the route also sees very little Harrisburg-to-York riders in the morning.
Therefore, the drivers are not concerned with actually adhering to these timepoints in the morning;
they are only there so the system can operate. Because of these considerations, the Express routes
will not be included in the more detailed discussion of reliability that follows.
By removing Express service from the performance measure, the system’s reliability increases to an
average of 83%.

Reliability by Stop

Overall reliability by stop
Excluding Express service, 104 bus stops serve as
57
timepoints in the rabbittransit system. Of these, only 15
33
15
stops meet rabbittransit’s goal of being 92% reliable. The
Less than 83%
83 to 91%
92%+
tables below show the highest and lowest performing
stops. The worst-performing stops should be priorities for more investigation and improvement.

Stop
DLSsTOWN
SHDOFX T
Industry
SPGROVEi
WYORK5W
LEADRHn
PaloCarl
HELLAMi
CH CARLo
W YORK
SOYOVAL
DLSnTOWN
OSS
Mkt Belv
GREENSPG

Route
10S
4E
Hanover
16
5W
10S
13
12
13
5W
10S
10S
10S
1W, 16
5E

Description
Dallastown – Main & Pleasant
Shadowfax
Industrial Dr and Wilson
Spring Grove (Inbound)
West York
S Queen & Leader Heights
Palomino & Carlisle
Hellam -- Prospect St
Church & Carlisle
Market St & Diamond
South York Value Center
Dallastown (Inbound)
OSS
Market & Belvidere
Greensprings Plaza

OT
65%
66%
66%
67%
67%
68%
68%
69%
69%
69%
69%
70%
70%
70%
70%

Late
29%
15%
20%
29%
29%
25%
24%
31%
19%
27%
24%
23%
26%
27%
23%

Early
5%
19%
14%
4%
4%
7%
8%
0%
12%
4%
7%
7%
4%
3%
6%

Recomendation One: Provide More Reliable Service

Stop
HAINES
Giant
HACC6n
YORKHOSP
Richland
HANOMALL
HANOSQ
WALNUTYK
MADKNDG
GTWYHAN
JackClev
JackGrtl
Borom
SPGROVEo
FoodLion

Route
5E, 83N
Hanover
6N, 83N
8S, 9S
7S
Hanover
Hanover
Hanover
16
Hanover
9S
7S
6N
16
Hanover

Description
Kmart
Hanover Giant
HACC
York Hospital
Richland & Country Club
Hanover Mall
Hanover Square
Walnut & York
Madison & Kindig
Gateway Hanover
Jackson & Cleveland
Jackson & Grantley
Borom & Clugston
Spring Grove (Outbound)
Hanover Food Lion

OT
98%
95%
95%
94%
94%
94%
94%
94%
93%
93%
93%
92%
92%
92%
92%

Late
2%
4%
2%
6%
5%
4%
6%
6%
3%
6%
6%
3%
5%
3%
4%

Early
0%
1%
4%
0%
1%
1%
1%
1%
4%
0%
1%
4%
3%
5%
4%

Reliability by Driver
Some portion of these reliability issues correlate with which driver is operating the bus. Rabbittransit
tracks schedule adherence by driver, but as a rule transit development plans do not deal with human
resources. To the degree allowable in labor agreements, rabbittransit identifies these concerns and
deals with job performance issues as they arise.

Reliability by Time of Day
We can attribute some degree of unreliability to peak hour congestion experienced by all vehicles on
the road. As shown on the following page, buses are unreliable – more specifically, late – during the
normal PM peak period of 3 to 6 PM. However, lateness is not relegated to this peak period. This
problem begins for most routes well before the PM peak period -- between 10 AM and noon -- and
continues to grow throughout the day. Moreover, following the PM peak, early departures increase.
This could be caused by drivers attempting to over-compensate and make up for time lost during the
PM peak.
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Ones
5 AM
6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM
10 AM
11 AM
12 PM
1 PM
2 PM
3 PM
4 PM
5 PM
6 PM
7 PM
8 PM
9 PM
10 PM
11 PM

89%
91%
95%
91%
89%
88%
84%
79%
76%
73%
63%
61%
69%
82%
86%
90%
87%
78%
66%

Core
4 AM
5 AM
6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM
10 AM
11 AM
12 PM
1 PM
2 PM
3 PM
4 PM
5 PM
6 PM
7 PM
8 PM
9 PM
10 PM
11 PM

Radial
5 AM
6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM
10 AM
11 AM
12 PM
1 PM
2 PM
3 PM
4 PM
5 PM
6 PM
7 PM
8 PM
9 PM
10 PM

88%
88%
81%
82%
81%
80%
78%
73%
79%
79%
59%
60%
63%
68%
92%
94%
93%
88%

48%

98%
93%
91%
90%
89%
91%
89%
87%
84%
82%
77%
71%
71%
78%
81%
86%
89%
90%
96%

Hanover
5 AM
6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM
10 AM
11 AM
12 PM
1 PM
2 PM
3 PM
4 PM
5 PM

82%
89%
91%
94%
90%
93%
90%
86%
89%
88%
89%
90%
90%
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Reliability and Boarding
For the rabbittransit system overall,
All Routes
the peak hours of ridership begin a
200,000
100%
few hours before the traditional PM
peak period. As boardings increase
100,000
50%
from 1 PM to 3 PM, reliability
decreases and late trips increase,
0
0%
as seen in the graph to the right.
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
This pattern generally holds for each
Boardings
Late
route group as well; the One routes
and Core routes follow this pattern most closely. The Hanover routes are an anomaly because of
their low ridership. In other words, not enough boardings are occurring to have a significant effect on
these routes’ reliability. In each route group, last trips have a higher-than-expected incidence of
lateness unrelated to the rider activity.
Ones

Core

100,000

100%

100,000

100%

50,000

50%

50,000

50%

-

0%
5

7

9

-

11 13 15 17 19 21 23
Boardings

0%
4

Late

6

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Boardings

Radial

Late

Hanover

20,000

100%

4,000

100%

10,000

50%

2,000

50%

-

0%
5

7

9

11 13 15 17 19 21
Boardings

Late

-

0%
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Boardings

Late
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How: Eliminate Early Trips
Rabbittransit’s service standards already state that no bus should ever leave a timepoint early.
Nevertheless, five percent of trips across the system are still early. By emphasizing and enforcing
this standard – which is completely under the drivers’ control – overall system reliability would
increase to 84%, and non-Express reliability would increase to 87%. This is significant progress
toward the goal of 92% reliability.

How: Pre-pay Kiosks1
Percent of riders paying with cash
1E
1W
5W
10S
6N
5E
8S
2N
83N
3N
4E
9S
12
83S
16
15N
13
22N
20S
20N
7S

1

31%
15%
8%
8%
7%
5%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%

Fare collection is the primary cause of extended dwell
times, which can contribute to a route’s overall lateness.
FTA recommends a number of strategies to reduce this
issue, including pre-paid fares. Rabbittransit has already
employed pre-paid fares with the 11-ride and monthly
passes available to riders. On-board fare boxes record the
type of payment, so
rabbittransit already tracks on
which routes – but not stops -riders are using cash the
most. High-use stops on these
routes and any stop in the
system with long dwell times
could be equipped with prepay kiosks. These devices allow riders to purchase
passes, including a single-ride pass purchased with cash
that acts as proof-of-purchase and expedites the boarding
process.

FTA’s review of fare collection (fta.dot.gov/12351_4362.html)

Recomendation One: Provide More Reliable Service

How: Time of Day Scheduling
Reliability is a user-centric measurement. High reliability generally indicates to a rider that the bus
will show up when the schedule says it will. Historically, rabbittransit has designed schedules to have
the bus arrive at a point along a route at the same minute of each hour. Based on the schedule,
riders expected the bus to be at the West Manchester Mall twice an hour, 5 and 35 minutes past the
hour. Although this is a convenient way to remember the schedule, it does not reflect reality. When
the printed schedule does not reflect realistic expectations of drivers, reliability fails and riders find
alternatives.
Hub-and-spoke transit systems pose challenges to scheduling. As is the case in rabbittransit’s
system, a pulse schedule makes the most sense. In order to ensure riders can make transfers, all
routes arrive at the hub (Transfer Center) within a few minutes of each other. For this reason, making
significant changes to schedules is difficult. Nevertheless, rabbittransit should ensure printed
schedules are realistic, considering roadway congestion at peak hours and its impact on travel
speeds, in order to increase reliability for riders.

How: Time of Day Fare2
Transit travel demand can be managed through fare pricing. It may seem logical to raise fares during
peak periods in order to incentivize travel at other times of day. However, research shows this policy
decision adversely and unfairly burdens riders who need transit service the most, producing
indefensible social equity issues.
The same research shows significantly discounted – sometimes free – off-peak fares are a viable
alternative. Free or discounted fare programs can be more effective than surcharge fare programs at
changing travel behavior and increasing ridership during off-peak hours. Since the marginal cost of
peak-hour service can be three times that of off-peak service, rabbittransit should maximize existing
off-peak capacity by increasing demand on those trips through reduced fare incentives.

How: Additional Data Collection
Rabbittransit drivers reported going out of service and being unable to pick people up at bus stops
because their buses were beyond capacity. At the time of this writing, the only way to track these
events is by reviewing a report of when the bus is out of service. Obviously, being over capacity is not
the only reason for the bus to be out of service. Rabbittransit should develop a method to collect
data about the frequency with which the bus is at capacity and unable to pick up new riders.
Relatedly, rabbittransit should develop a method for drivers to log when riders are standing on the
bus. Both of these are included in rabbittransit’s service standards, but the organization does not
have reliable data about them.

2

This section was developed from work by Evan Gwee and Graham Currie in the September 2013 issue of Journeys; Jennifer Perone (USF)
for the National Center for Transportation Research, 2002; Nancy Edmonson of Transportation Consulting for the Austin, TX Capital
Metropolitan Transportation Authority in 2013; and Houston, TX Metro’s Service & Fare Equity Policy
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Recommendation Two: Consolidate And Enhance Bus Stops

RECOMMENDATION TWO: CONSOLIDATE AND
ENHANCE BUS STOPS
Why: Concentration of Activity
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501 bus stops are in rabbittransit’s system,
but 326 – more than half -- have less than 1
boarding or alighting per day. 246 stops
have less than one person getting off at the
location per day, and 262 have less than
one person getting on. 182 stops have less
than one person boarding and less than one
person alighting per day, or an average of
less than one person using the stop per day.
As shown in the graph to the left, a small
number of bus stops account for the vast
majority of activity in the system. 20% of the
boardings that occur somewhere other than
the Transfer Center happen at three stops:
the York Mall, the West Manchester Mall,
and the Hanover Transfer Center. 21 stops
account for more than half of the boardings

outside of the Transfer Center.

How: Redundant Stops
For each route, we conducted a preliminary study to determine
redundant stops. We kept all timepoints, all stops that already
have or are planned to have shelters, and all stops that have 40
or more boardings per day.
We then categorized paired stops. If an outbound stop at an
intersection was a timepoint but an inbound stop on the other
side of the street was not a timepoint, the inbound stop was
flagged as a paired stop to be kept; the same applied to stops on
one-way street pairs like Market St and Philadelphia St.

Quarter-mile

Redundant Stop
Redundant Stop

Schematic of redundant stop analysis

One quarter-mile is a universal standard for the average distance a person is willing to walk to a bus
stop. Based on this, we drew a one quarter-mile buffer around the stops flagged to be kept. We
categorized the remaining bus stops that fell within this buffer as redundant and eligible for
elimination.
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This process identified gaps in routes: areas that did not have timepoints, shelters, or high-use stops.
In some cases, one or two stops in these areas were clearly the most highly used, or were the only
stop in the area. We flagged these to be kept as Geographic Access Points (GAPs). We repeated the
process above to buffer GAPs and flag redundant stops within the GAPs’ buffer.
Stops

Ridership

Remove

Remove 22%

33%

10%

Undetermined
35%
Keep

Keep
68%

32%

We categorized the remaining stops as
Undetermined. In most cases, these stops are
clustered in a segment of a route and all have low
activity; no one bus stop (or stop pair) is the obvious
choice to keep. Rabbittransit and YCPC should work
with the municipality and public to determine the
best location(s) for a centralized bus stop in these
clusters. Maps of each route with only Keep and
Undetermined stops are in Appendix B.

Based on this preliminary study, we recommend
elimination of 33% of rabbittransit’s bus stops. These stops represent 22% of total activity outside of
the Transfer Center. The 32% of stops we recommend to keep represent nearly 70% of activity.
Importantly, this consolidation of bus stops is not expected to produce a reduction in ridership for
two reasons. First, as previously stated, the eliminated stops are within a quarter-mile walk of stops
that will remain; we expect that riders will walk to these stops. Additionally, as described in greater
detail below, we recommend enhancing the remaining stops with amenities to create a greater
street presence and attract even more riders.

How: Enhance with Amenities
Only 48 of rabbittransit’s stops have a shelter. Each shelter
has seating and 18 other stops also have seating for riders.
Rabbittransit’s recent bus stop inventory found 93 locations
lacking a simple bus stop sign to indicate its location. Many
of these locations likely had a sign at one time, but the sign
An unmarked bus stop at Locust and Emig roads
has
been
stolen, damaged and not replaced, or the
municipal sign pole that previously had a bus
stop sign has been replaced without a bus stop
sign. Some locations, like the picture to the right,
are simply grass spots on the side of the road
with no indications whatsoever that they serve
as bus stops. A bus stop sign is the bare
A well-appointed stop on HACC’s campus
minimum and should be reinstalled at these

Recommendation Two: Consolidate And Enhance Bus Stops

locations if they are to be kept. However, a stop sign is not enough to have a street presence.
Contrast the pictures of bus stops above. The sheltered stop on HACC’s campus shown on the left
encourages riders. It is comfortable and well-marked. It provides riders with information about the
routes the stop serves. The unmarked stop to the right served about 200 people in 2015-16, or less
than one person per day. The stop to the left served about 4,800 people in the same year, or about
ten people per day.
Across the rabbittransit system, stops with features like sidewalk, shelters, and seating have much
higher ridership than those without. 45 bus stops in the rabbittransit system have a shelter, seating,
a bus stop sign, lighting, and sidewalk. Ten stops have none of these amenities. The stops with all
amenities served an average of 24 times more passengers than the stops without any amenities.
This is likely a two-way relationship. Rabbittransit has focused its resources on amenities -- building
shelters, especially -- at the most-used bus stops. So to some degree, this analysis simply reflects
those decisions. Nevertheless, research has indicated that shelters and other amenities can
increase ridership, sometimes up to 20 additional people a day.3 As rabbittransit improves amenities
at new bus stops, it will be important to track ridership changes at these improved stops.

Difference in average total activity at bus stops with and without amenities
With signage… 1½ times more riders than bus stops without
With
sidewalk…
With lighting…

1½x

3x

With a
shelter…

4½x

With seating…

5.6x

Stops with all
of the
amenities
listed above
vs.
stops with
none of the
amenities
listed above

24x

3http://offcite.org/why-bus-shelters-matter-more-than-you-think/

https://libres.uncg.edu/ir/uncg/f/Talbott_uncg_0154M_10712.pdf
http://transweb.sjsu.edu/MTIportal/research/publications/documents/transitridership2/TransitRidership_7_16.htm
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Why: Assisting Reliability
Consolidating bus stops will likely lead to more riders at each bus stop. At first glance, this may seem
to reduce reliability; more passengers mean more waiting. However, the increased wait time at the
stops that remain should be more than offset by the increased average speed of the bus. In other
words, slowing the bus down to stop every block to pick up one person, as the system currently
operates, is slower than stopping once every few blocks to pick up five.

What: Enhancement Types
Enhancements to rabbittransit’s bus stops fall into two categories. One group is stops that have
some amenities already but need
improvements to have a fully
effective street presence. These are
typically high-use stops that are
located at an attraction like a
medical facility or large retailer. The
other group is stops that require
repairs as soon as possible to
minimize safety concerns,
regardless of ridership. For example,
these stops may have unstable
sidewalks or broken benches.
Other than the lists provided on the
following pages, additional
information can be found in
rabbittransit’s bus stop inventory
from the summer of 2016. The
summary of that inventory includes
stops with broken shelters; seating
that is broken or needs to be
painted; stops with landscape and
lighting problems; and other areas
of improvement. These documents
can be used in tandem to enhance rabbittransit’s bus stops and street presence.
Rabbitransit can tackle any of the challenges presented in either document. Finding agreeable
property owners who are willing to assist in upkeep of facilities and municipalities willing to approve
bus stop amenities is typically the largest hurdle to implementation. After filtering the stops by
existing design standards, any attempt to prioritize them based on some criteria is only an
intellectual exercise and not practical. For that reason, we do not suggest a hard-and-fast
prioritization process.

Recommendation Two: Consolidate And Enhance Bus Stops

High-Use Stops
The nine stops below each have boardings above 40 people per day, rabbittransit’s standard for
shelters, but do not have standard shelters. The three highlighted in green have no amenities other
than a bus stop sign and should be the highest priority. The other stops have circumstances that
lower their priority. No other stops in the system have more than 40 boardings per day.
Walnut and York in Hanover
(WALNUTYK)
264 boardings per day

York Hospital
(YORKHOSP)
210 boardings per day

This stop has benches that are not
under the canopy.

Commonwealth and Fourth in
Harrisburg
(COM FOR)
71 boardings per day

This stop is owned by CAT.
Philadelphia and State (Thackston)
(1Ei24)
51 boardings per day

Hartley and Market
(1Wi10)
69 boardings per day

K-Mart
(HAINES)
117 boardings per day

This stop has benches under a
canopy but does not have a standard
bus shelter.

Market and Fifth in Harrisburg
Mkt 5th
60 boardings per day

This stop is owned by CAT.

South York Plaza
(SYPLAZA)
49 boardings per day

Northwest Plaza
(NWPLAZA)
40 boardings per day

This stop has canopy but does not
have a standard bus shelter and does
not have seating.

This stop has benches under a
canopy but does not have a standard
bus shelter.
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Stops Requiring Repairs4
The stops below have problems with their landing area5 that need to be remedied as soon as
possible. These stops also do not have sidewalks. All of these stops are to be kept in the
consolidation efforts.
Pennsylvania and June
(6Ni07)

Fox Run and Hunter
(13i04)

West York Industrial Park
(W Y I PK)

This stop also lacks a bus stop sign.

Bannister and Adams
(1Wo12)

Carlisle and Palomino
(PaloCarl)

Carlisle and Fox Run
(13o15)

This stop also lacks a bus stop sign.
Roosevelt and Belaire
(3No09)
S Queen and Clover Hill
(10Si07)

4
5

Carlisle and Church
(Ch Carli)

For more information about the stops, refer to rabbittransit’s inventory of bus stops from August 2016
ADA requires a 5’ by 8’ landing area adjacent to the curb for wheelchair/mobility aid riders to safely exit a bus’s lift

Recommendation Two: Consolidate And Enhance Bus Stops

Stops Without Signs
The following bus stops are to be kept but do not have bus stop signs.
Stop
13o07
85N01
CH CARLo
CINEMAi
CINEMAo
Columbia
DLSsTOWN
Duke Col
FRMBROOK
LEADRHs
LOCSTEMG
MADKNDG
PaloCarl
PnR 33
SHBRY PR
SHDOFX T
SOYOVAL
SYPLAZA
W Y I PK
WYORK5W

Location
Springwood Apartments
Industry Rd and Beaver Dam Road
Church Rd and Carlisle Rd
Cinema Dr
Cinema Dr
Locust St and Third St (Columbia)
Main St and Pleasant Ave (Dallstown)
Duke St and College Ave
Farmbrook and Farm Trail Road
S Queen St and Leader Heights Rd
Locust Ln and Emig Rd
Madison St and Kindig St
Palomino Rd and Carlisle Rd
Exit 33 Park and Ride
Shrewsbury Park and Ride
Edison St and Tremont St
South York Value Center
South York Plaza
West York Industrial Park
West York Borough Office

Route(s)
13
85
13
12
12
12
10S
8S
6N
10S
6N
16
13
83N
83S
4E
10S
10S
5W, 16
5W
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Recommendation Three: Increase Frequency on Most-Used Routes

RECOMMENDATION THREE: INCREASE FREQUENCY
ON MOST-USED ROUTES
2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15
Core Routes

2015-16

Why: Ridership Overview

394,472 407,113 415,290 459,790
211,407 207,533 189,966 178,100
84,524 69,700 65,096 67,763
67,339 49,386 46,507 46,790
47,127 41,861 37,799 34,894
74,321 75,627 80,377 82,757
98,442 105,059 110,892 121,685
65,246 76,157 82,968 79,119
13,732 13,668 21,036
38,139 51,391 54,177
25,840 33,782 34,883
Radial Routes
10S
74,723 108,377 110,424
12
24,136 23,248 22,192 25,568
13
17,807 13,661 13,410 14,346
16
12,701 13,112 15,105 15,223
14/18/19 27,112 19,557 43,569 30,029
Hanover Routes
20N
8,313 19,315
20S
7,791 9,029
22N
18,933 15,506 9,061 9,618
Express Routes
83N
59,090 58,640 55,217 54,596
83S
24,598 27,707 25,362 23,508
15N
13,807 20,970 15,849 17,527

465,704
223,256
54,652
43,999
41,841
79,239
121,025
100,535
6,186
58,729
38,995

Total ridership on the rabbittransit system has
steadily increased each year since the 2011 TDP.
In the years studied in that plan, 2007 had the
highest annual ridership. rabbittransit has
exceeded the 2007 peak in annual ridership
every year except since 2012-13. In 2014-15,
rabbittransit provided more than 1.5 million rider
trips for the first time.

Route6

1E
1W
2N
3N
4E
5E
5W
6N
7S
8S
9S

120,811
23,985
15,473
18,742
7,844
8,694
9,335

Routes 1E and 1W consistently serve nearly half
the total ridership in the rabbittransit system.
Combined with Routes 2 through 9, the Core
routes served at least 75% of the total rider trips
in the system. This is consistent with the stop
data presented previously.

Millions of trips

With the addition of Route 10S in 2012-13,
ridership on Radial routes grew as a percentage
of total ridership for three years straight, peaking
in 2013-2014. Over the five years studied, the Radial routes’ share of ridership nearly doubled from
6.6% to 11.7%, predominantly because of the ridership increase on the 10S. The 10S remains a
model for successful service from York’s downtown area to the edges of the urbanized area.
51,845
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16,398
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Recommendations from the 2011 TDP significantly altered many of the routes. This explains the lack of data for some of the Core and
Hanover routes in 2011. Additionally, the 10S did not exist prior to the 2011 TDP.
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How: Resource Reallocation and Demonstration Funds
System average: 5% growth
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Thousands of trips in 2015-2016
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The graph above shows each route’s total ridership in 2015-2016 and the percent change between
the first and last year of study. Both Routes 1E and 1W are considered best performers but were not
included in the graph for readability.7
The best performing routes have a current year ridership at or above the system average of about
72,000 riders and have seen growth over the past five years. The remaining routes have lower-thanaverage current year ridership and are divided between those losing and gaining riders. Routes that
are gaining ridership -- where demand already exists -- are the best opportunities to increase
frequency in order to spur further growth.
Routes that are losing ridership need significant changes in order to be successful from a ridership
perspective. However, high ridership is not the primary goal of many of these routes. Rabbittransit
must determine the human service value each of these routes provide and weigh it against the
route’s poor fiscal performance. These routes are opportunities for resource reallocation to better
performing routes. However, once service has been discontinued and resources have been
reallocated, finding resources to provide that service in the future is difficult. For this reason,
rabbittransit should also pursue demonstration funding to provide additional service on the best
performing trips. Consistently tracking when a bus is too full to pick up riders can provide valuable
evidence to justify this funding.

7

In 2015-16, Route 1E had 465,704 riders, an increase of 18% since 2011-12. Route 1W had 223,256 riders in 2015-16, a 5.6%
increase since 2011-12.

Recommendation Four: Deliver Service in Most Supportive Areas

RECOMMENDATION FOUR: DELIVER SERVICE IN MOST
SUPPORTIVE AREAS
What: Transit Supportiveness
With input from rabbittransit staff, we conducted an analysis of transit supportiveness across the
county using the indicators described below8. We expect the seven items listed to indicate where
transit service will be more successful. They cover both supply – population density and typical bus
riders – and demand – density of jobs, large medical facilities, and retail. Transit supportiveness of
an area is on a spectrum from low -- meeting none or one of the recommended thresholds – to high
– meeting six or all of the recommended thresholds.
Indicator
Household Density
Zero Vehicle Households
Median Household Income
Connectivity
Employment Density
Large Medical Facilities
Retail Locations

Recommendation
Greater than 1 household per acre
Greater than 7% of households
Less than $50,000 median household income
Greater than 200 intersections per mi2
Greater than 1 employee per acre
More than 2 medical facilities over 10,000 ft2
More than 6 retail locations

As indicated on the map, rabbittransit is
serving the areas we expect to best
support transit service: the core of York
City and Hanover Borough extending
north to Eisenhower Drive. The following
sections describe two areas not
currently served by rabbittransit.

PA-24

Shrewsbury

8

Adapted from work by Vanasse Hangen Brustlin for Thomas Jefferson Planning District Commission and Charlottesville-Albermarle
Regional Transit Authority Plan (http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/assets/Uploads/Appendix-C-Transit-Supportive-C.pdf)
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Where: PA-24 Corridor
PA-24 from Red Lion to East York is a corridor that meets a number of transit supportiveness
indicators. Red Lion and the surrounding area has a number of low-income residents and
households without access to a vehicle, which has led to a successful Route 10S between the
borough and York City. East York is served by the most-used route in the rabbittransit system, 1E.
The retail and employment in East York is a regional attractor as evidenced by ridership at the York
Mall, high volumes of vehicle traffic, and continued development in the area. PA-24 is the logical
connection between these two areas, and the corridor is also experiencing continued retail growth.
Beyond formula-driven funding, transit funding is often focused on new starts: expanding
geographical coverage of the system. While we recommend prioritizing increased service on the bestperforming (existing) routes, we are cognizant of this incentive from the Federal government. If
rabbittransit is looking for an area to expand its geographical coverage, we recommend the PA-24
corridor between Red Lion and East York as the most likely location to produce a successful new
route.

Where: Shrewsbury Borough
Shrewsbury Borough is the only area that meets many of the indicators of transit supportiveness that
is not served by rabbittransit. Previously, a route ran between York and Shrewsbury and provided a
few trips per day. This route had ridership below acceptable levels and rabbittransit discontinued the
service. The nature of the route – long, infrequent trips between two centers with few attractors
between– likely led to its low performance. We carry forward a recommendation from the 2011
Transit Development Plan for a circulator focused on the Shrewsbury area. This circulator may be
exclusively a shared ride program or a blended fixed-route/paratransit program as discussed in the
following recommendation to pursue P3 shuttles and circulators.

Recommendation Five: Adapt to the Changing Needs of Riders

RECOMMENDATION FIVE: ADAPT TO THE CHANGING
NEEDS OF RIDERS
Why: Increasing Number of Wheelchair Riders
The number of rabbittransit riders in wheelchairs, walkers
or other mobility aids, or toting heavy grocery carts or other
large items is increasing. From October 2015 to October
2016, rabbittransit recorded more than 25,000 trips by
people with wheelchairs. These riders need more help
boarding and alighting than one driver can provide and
keep the bus moving on schedule. In one focus group,
rabbittransit drivers called it “the conflict between kindness
and service.”

How: Provide On-Bus
Rider Assistants
A rider assistant on the bus to help
the driver secure wheelchairs and
assist riders with boarding and
alightings while the driver runs the lift
and collects the fares would both
improve reliability and provide an
additional level of customer service.
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Recommendation Six: Collaborate with the Private Sector and Embrace Changing Technology

RECOMMENDATION SIX: COLLABORATE WITH THE
PRIVATE SECTOR AND EMBRACE CHANGING
TECHNOLOGY
How: Pursue Additional P3 Shuttles and Circulators
For many years, rabbittransit has worked with private
businesses to provide transit service. The bus routes to
the Manchester area began as work shuttles to the
industrial parks. Rabbittransit currently runs a shuttle
between York Hospital and the Apple Hill medical
campus. When Giant supermarket moved out of the City
of York to East Market Street, they subsidized a shuttle
that picks up riders in the city to take them to the new
location on specific days. As the Giant supermarket in
West York relocates, they have already begun conversations with rabbittransit to provide a similar
service in the West York area.
Especially in areas with an overlap of heavy paratransit and fixed route demand, this type of route
provides an important human service at a reduced or no cost to rabbittransit. Additional study may
be necessary to identify the locations where these demands overlap.
Rabbittransit often attempts to connect outlying urban clusters to the York urban area by providing
infrequent, inefficient, and costly fixed route service. Instead, areas like Shrewsbury and Dillsburg
are likely better served by circulators similar to Hanover. Residents of these areas have “their own”
common destinations: usually large retail and groceries. Rabbittransit can develop innovative
partnerships with business owners in these areas to replicate the shuttle/circulator model.

How: Microtransit9
Microtransit services are attempting to fill a gap in the transportation network. These services are
similar to traditional carpooling, ridesharing, or paratransit services. They serve multiple people who
may or may not know each other. Their origins and destinations are relatively near to each other, or
are along the route the vehicle takes to and from locations. Most microtransit services do not have
fixed schedules like a fixed route bus. These systems vary in purpose and service. Some are
workplace shuttles; some serve a specific neighborhood. Uber is currently running pilot projects of a
microtransit service called UberPool. Lyft is now operating a similar service called LyftLine, which
ventures into fixed route service with fixed-point pick-ups. Bridj operates in Boston as an on-demand
bus system. In terms of defining the two, the primary difference between the microtransit movement
and traditional public transportation is funding. Public transportation can rely on subsidies. Only

9

Parts of this section are based on an article by Eric Jaffee, appearing in The Atlantic’s City Lab (4/27/15)
http://www.citylab.com/commute/2015/04/how-the-microtransit-movement-is-changing-urban-mobility/391565/
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fares and private investors fund microtransit services, making them unlikely to provide costly but
necessary “human service” trips.
These ridesharing services have risen in metropolitan areas that differ from York County in a number
of ways. Most obviously, they simply have more people. Even if non-SOV mode share in these areas
represented the same percentage of the population as they do in York County, alternative modes of
transportation would have a larger pool of people to draw from. Of course, in most of these larger
areas, a greater percentage of the population uses alternative modes of transportation. Secondly,
the areas where these services are springing up are denser. The same number of people lives in a
much smaller area of Boston than in York County. This makes it easier to find the number of people
in a centralized location to make a rideshare trip cost-effective. Finally, the demand for public
transportation in these areas is such that the market can support another alternative. In large
metropolitan areas, density, congestion, and a lack of affordable parking make using public
transportation attractive more so than the suburban land use, minor peak hour volumes, and
widespread free parking do in York County. Public transportation in Boston, D.C., and other large
metropolitan areas cannot meet the demands of the community. This is not the case in York, and we
are unlikely to see these kinds of innovative solutions until we have those problems in the first place.
If or when these services begin operating in York County, rabbittransit, the county government,
municipalities, and community organizations should be prepared to collaborate with them in
meaningful ways. They have the opportunity to help solve the first/last mile problem and to
supplement and expand service into areas rabbittransit cannot. Ignoring microtransit, or viewing
them as competition to existing public transportation, will lead to both systems failing to fulfill their
potential benefits to the community.

How: For-profit Ride-hailing
Uber officially began operating in York County in March of
2015. Uber allows anyone with a smartphone and the Uber
app to request a driver for a one-way trip. The app
automatically calculates fares, based on a $2 base fare
plus time and distance, and then charges the rider’s credit
or debit card. Unlike a taxi, the passenger and driver
exchange no cash. Fares also change based on demand, so
the fare may vary by time of day or on holidays. The Uber
business model is popular and expanding. In other areas, similar for-profit services like Lyft provide
alternatives to traditional taxis and public transportation.
Before March of 2015, only a few Uber drivers were available in York because it was part of the
Harrisburg service area. Since the delineation of York as its own service area, at least four or five
drivers are typically available at any given time. The temporary and on-demand nature of the service
makes it difficult to state the total number of drivers operating in the county.

Recommendation Six: Collaborate with the Private Sector and Embrace Changing Technology

Fare for an Uber trip is significantly greater than a rabbittransit bus ride. At 9:00 AM on a Wednesday
morning, the app estimated a trip from rabbittransit’s Transfer Center to the York Galleria (Route 1E)
to cost between $14 and $19; to the West Manchester Town Center (Route 1W), between $11 and
$14; to the York Hospital (Routes 8S & 9S), between $6 and $8; to the McAllister Hotel in Hanover
Borough (Route 16), between $40 and $54. Each of these trips on a rabbittransit route costs just
$1.60 or less.
As a for-profit company, Uber does not make data about its service readily available. Obviously, this
makes it difficult to determine its user base, its role or significance in York’s current transportation
network, and the effects it might have on rabbittransit in the future. Anecdotally, Uber seems to be
competing with traditional taxi services in the county and is not having a large impact on
rabbittransit’s ridership, if any. Just as they might call a taxi, a relative, or a friend in an emergency,
frequent bus riders may lean on Uber for an occasional ride when they miss a bus. However, the
much greater cost of an Uber trip makes regular use cost prohibitive to most.
In autumn of 2016, rabbittransit began connecting paratransit riders with Uber drivers. When events
occur that delay the paratransit system, rabbittransit can dispatch Uber drivers to pick up riders who
would otherwise be late to appointments. This approach is one example of creative collaborations
with these types of services, and should be expanded.

How: Autonomous Vehicles
Autonomous vehicles (“driverless cars”) have the potential to fundamentally change transit service.
We can imagine a future where busses are autonomous and share the roads with private
autonomous vehicles, all connected through vehicle-to-vehicle communications. By eliminating
unnecessary dwell times at timepoints and reducing overall congestion across the transportation
network, autonomous busses and other technologies could bring schedule adherence very near to
100%. Autonomous busses have
implications for operating costs as well.
Labor is the largest contributor to
operating costs in the current model of
public transportation. Without the need
for human labor, the size of the bus
and the condition of the roads it travels
on may begin to determine a route’s
cost effectiveness in more significant
ways.
Furthermore, personal autonomous vehicles could change the need for privately owned vehicles.
This would revolutionize the way we think about transportation as a whole. Fixed route transit service
as we currently understand it may no longer exist. The entire community could move people and
goods via systems that more closely resemble current shared ride or paratransit systems. These
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systems may be funded as a public service like transit, as a utility like roads or water service, as a
completely private endeavor, or as some combination of the three.
Any number of legal, social, and technological issues could advance or stall the progression and
saturation of autonomous vehicles. Industry and scholarly estimates of the “tipping point,” for these
technologies vary from five years to 50 years. As a county transportation authority, county
commission, and metropolitan planning organization beholden to policy set at higher governmental
levels, we do not feel it is necessary to begin developing plans to address directly these
technologies. We will remain aware of these advances, continue to make regular updates to this and
other planning documents to reflect these changes, and evaluate the need for such plans and
policies about these technologies as they arise.

Recommendation Seven: Partner with Other Government Entities

RECOMMENDATION SEVEN: PARTNER WITH OTHER
GOVERNMENT ENTITIES
How: Designate a Route Alert Coordinator
York City, PennDOT and most municipalities use press releases and newsletters that announce
planned construction, utility work and public events that cause road closures and detours. These
events impact transit routes. Feedback during driver focus groups indicates a need for this
information to be consistently gathered, organized and communicated during all operating shifts for
both fixed route and paratransit. Designating a point person to subscribe, receive and relay this
information directly to the drivers so that route detours and other operating options can be chosen
before the driver departs will increase reliability and decrease both driver and rider frustration.

How: Work Towards a Common Fare Across Regional Transit Systems
In Pennsylvania, rabbittransit connects directly to three adjacent transit systems.10 When a rider tries
to commute between two systems, they can face a number of challenges. Each system has unique
fares – unless they are paying cash, a rider needs two different passes -- and fare systems. For
example, some systems have multiple fare zones and upcharges.
Some systems charge for transfers but some do not.
Over the last few years, multiple efforts have studied transit
regionalization, coordination, and consolidation. Each time, these
topics have been listed as roadblocks. From a rider’s perspective,
the details of these efforts are irrelevant. In order for transit to be
a viable alternative to other transportation modes, it must be
efficient and convenient. Fixing this problem would be a huge step
in this direction. Already, the transit systems are using the same
farebox technology, and a common media is possible. We
recommend continued effort to provide riders with a common fare
media and system.

Most drivers agreed during focus
groups (Appendix C) that paper
fares – tickets or cash – cause
fareboxes problems during wet or
humid weather. A common fare
media should be plastic or another
durable material.

: Capital Area Transit in Dauphin and Cumberland Counties, Red Rose Transit in Lancaster County, and Freedom Transit in Adams
County. Rabbittransit and Freedom Transit are both operated by the Central Pennsylvania Transportation Authority.
10
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Recommendation Eight: Expand Route and Road Knowledge

RECOMMENDATION EIGHT: EXPAND ROUTE AND
ROAD KNOWLEDGE
Knowing individual transit routes and schedules, along with a solid understanding of York’s urban
area street network is essential for dispatch and customer service employees. Transit riders,
especially inexperienced riders, depend on customer service for correct information to plan trips.
Drivers reported dealing with angry riders who were given incorrect information. Drivers are
frustrated when attempting to solve problems of the moment and dispatchers are unfamiliar with the
basic street network.
Ongoing training and regularly scheduled route rides for dispatch and customer service employees
will narrow the knowledge disparity between these departments.
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Individual Route Recommendations

INDIVIDUAL ROUTE RECOMMENDATIONS
The following is a list of specific recommendations by route. These were developed from two sources:
the SWOT analysis in appendix A, and the driver focus group discussions in appendix C, and the
justifications for these recommendations can be found therein.
1E
 Use Concord Rd as an
alternative route between
York Mall and York Town
Center
 Create an Express route
between Transfer Center
and York Mall
and/or
Separate the route into
Transfer Center to York
Mall and an East York
circulator loop
 Provide more frequent
headways
 Reallocate Wiliams Rd
revenue miles to
elsewhere (Art Institute is
closing)
 Adjust the timepoints
between Harrison St,
Philadelphia St, and Broad
 Relocate Stoney Brook
Manor bus stop out to the
road
 Add a stop at Pleasant
Acres to the Annex
building for better rider
access to the magisterial
court office
 Add a bus stop at E.
Market St and Pine St –
YWCA
 Add lighting at the E.
Market St bus stop across
from Hoss’s

1W
 Provide more frequent
headways
 Move the bus stops at both
Market/Hartley and
Philadelphia/Hartley away
from those intersections
 Decrease the dwell time at
the Delco/Rodney Rd
timepoint
 Add additional bus stop at
West Manchester Town
Center
 Add lighting at
Madison/Carlisle and
Sherwin Williams on
White St bus stops
3N
 Be aware of Memorial
Hospital move to Loucks
Rd and adjust route (or
1W) after construction
 Trim street trees at Park
St and Roosevelt Ave
4E
 Be aware of Memorial
Hospital move to Loucks
Rd and re-examine route’s
purpose after construction

5E
 Current coverage to
Heritage Hill area is
underutilized; extend to
PA-24 or reallocate to
connect to Route 1E via
Haines Rd/Memory Lane
 Relocate bus stop sign at
Henry’s Beverage
 Add bus stop at Hartford
Rd and Mt Rose Ave
 Add a bus stop at the
Senior Center at Broad St
5W
 Work with West York
Borough to keep the left
turn detection in working
order
 Re-route inbound to use
King St east of Highland
(instead of Market St)
6N
 Maintain current alignment
and allow data to
accumulate for extended
time before altering
 Ensure that route is
properly signed; route bus
stop signs where stops no
longer exist
7S
 Discontinue service
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8S
 Eliminate Duke St; provide
a purely George Street
route
 Pursue greater partnership
with Wellspan/York
Hospital for additional
service
9S
 Provide service on Jackson
Street east to Edgar Square
before continuing to York
Hospital
 Pursue greater partnership
with Wellspan/York
Hospital for additional
service
 Add/replace bus stop signs
along route

10S
 Outreach to Opera House
and Red Lion Borough
 Discontinue service to OSS
and re-locate to Queen
Street
13
 Outreach to Dover
16
 Outreach to Spring Grove
 Construct shelter in Spring
Grove
Hanover
 Maintain northern
circulator alignment and
allow data to accumulate
for extended time before
altering
 Provide weekend service
 Coordinate with social
services in the area to
provide transportation
 Discuss providing service
between Hanover and
Gettysburg with Adams
County
Express
 Provide weekend service
to Harrisburg
 Discontinue 15N
 Discontinue 83S

Appendix A – SWOT Analysis of Routes

APPENDIX A – SWOT ANALYSIS OF ROUTES
Rabbittransit and YCPC staff developed the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats for
each route. Strengths and weaknesses are generally things within rabbittransit’s control: ridership,
reliability, directness of the route. Threats and opportunities are generally beyond rabbittransit’s
control: major development/relocation projects, heavy traffic on the route, PennDOT projects,
sidewalk connectivity.
The pages that follow include maps of each route with the SWOT table and a graph of the
comparison between the bus’s travel time and the average driving time on the route. We only
calculated the outbound side of the trip. Most routes are roughly symmetrical; the time out is about
the same as the time in. Car measurements
20
15
were taken using Google Maps’s estimation
11
of travel time from one time point to the
0
next, as labeled across the horizontal axis,
TRANSFER OB
MD ROOSO OB
NWPLAZA OB
using daytime off-peak times (10 AM – 3
PM). In each graph, the bus’s scheduled time is in red and the car estimate is in gray.
The maps on the following pages include each bus stop drawn as pie charts to reflect ridership.
Boardings are in blue and alightings are in orange. The stops are also drawn to scale with total
activity, or the sum of boardings and alightings; a bigger circle indicates more activity at the stop. The
Transfer Center is always drawn as a plain red square because the activity at it skews the scale to a
degree that makes the other stops illegible.
Timepoints are labeled with the stop name and the estimated number of boardings and alightings
that occur at that stop per day, based on the route’s estimated number of operating days.
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43

Strengths
 Ridership – highest in the system
 Directness to York Mall

Opportunities
 Concord Rd could be used as an
alternative route between York
Mall and York Town Center
 East York loops
 Retail locations could provide
funding for more shuttles in the
area that follow the model of the
Giant supermarket shuttles.
 Adaptive signals on the 462
(Market St) corridor
 Best opportunity for increased
ridership

1E

Weaknesses
 Reliability, especially from 12 PM to 5 PM
 Directness around East York
 Ridership from Harrison St to York Mall is
low
 More than 50% of riders use cash
 Lack of shelters
 Buses are often full

Threats
 Art Institute of York is closing
 Much of the route is on a congested
corridor

50

22

41
26

0
TRANSFER
OB

MAR HAR YORKMALL
OB
OB

GALLERIA WILIAMS OB YRKTCENT
OB
OB

1.6
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Strengths

1W

 High ridership
 Provides access to West
Manchester Town Center
 Shelter coverage

Opportunities
 Redevelopment of West
Manchester Town Center could
increase ridership
 Adaptive control system on 74
could increase reliability
 Memorial Hospital will be moving
to Loucks Rd

50
0
TRANSFER
OB

35
16
PHI CAR OB

DELCO OB

RODNEYRD
OB

WMM OB

2.2

Weaknesses
More than 50% of riders use cash
Directness
Reliability, especially between 12 and 6 PM
Bannister St and White St deviation off of
Carlisle
 Retail necessitates in/out of parking lots





Threats
 Road connectivity north of Route 30
 Pedestrian access in and around West
Manchester Town Center, York Crossing,
Delco
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Strengths

2N

 Provides access to Manchester
Crossroads retail
 High percentage of riders use
passes
 Reliability

Opportunities
 George St road diet
 Redevelopment projects in North
York Borough (apartments)

20

0
TRANSFER OB

15
9
GEOJEFFO OB

MAN XRDS OB

1.6

Weaknesses
 Low ridership in North York Borough

Threats
 George St road diet
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Strengths

3N

 Provides access to Northwest
Plaza
 Directness

20

0
TRANSFER OB

15
11

MD ROOSO OB

NWPLAZA OB

1.4

Weaknesses
 Low ridership
 Reliability, especially 2-5 PM

Opportunities

Threats

 Memorial Hospital moving to
Loucks Mill could extend this route
 Adaptive control system being
installed on Route 30

 Rabbittransit office moved from this route
to the 5W. Ridership at 3No09/2Ni02
was likely based on the office being there.
 Roosevelt Ave and US 30 intersection is
identified and most congested in York
County (YAMPO Report on Congestion)
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Strengths

4E

 Directness

Opportunities

Weaknesses
 Low ridership
 Reliability, especially 2-5 PM

Threats
 Memorial Hospital (MEMHOSP) is moving
to Loucks Road. Once that occurs, this
route will need to be re-evaluated for
purpose and viability.

20

0
TRANSFER OB

15
11

BRD PRKO OB

MEMHOSP OB

1.4
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Strengths

5E

 Access to K-Mart (HAINES) and Greensprings
retail
 Ridership
 Reliability

Opportunities
 I-83 Exit 18 (Mt Rose Ave) redesign, including
adaptive signals at the interchange ramps
 Possibility for connections to Route 1E or PA24
 Lack of shelter at/near Heritage Hills (5Eo12)

50

35
19
0
SPAHN OG OB

GREENSPG OB

HAINES OB

1.8

Weaknesses
 Extended coverage to Heritage Hills
(5Eo12)
 Directness
 More than 50% of riders use cash
 Pedestrian access in East York (HAINES,
GREENSPG)

Threats
 Operates on a congested corridor
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Strengths
 Ridership, especially between the
Transfer Center and Highland Ave

Weaknesses

5W

 Low ridership in industrial area in
western West York/West Manchester
Twp
 Directness
 Reliability, especially 2-6 PM
 Lack of shelters in West York

Opportunities

Threats

 Opportunity for a West York area
circulator from West York Borough
to Delco, West Manchester Town
Center (especially with closing of
Giant supermarket on W Market St)
 Lincoln Ridge apartments on Hull Dr

 Rabbittransit office move to Zarfoss
Dr requires bus service, likely provided
by this route

50

8
0
TRANSFER OB

Dewey at King
OB

30
13
W YORK OB

W Y I PK OB

2.3
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6N

Strengths

Weaknesses

 Now a one-seat ride
 Access and directness to HACC
 Low percentage of riders using
cash
 Ridership especially on old 6N is
high
 Reliability
 Early and late trips

 Low ridership north of Lightner Rd/N
George St and I-83 (may be a data issue;
recommend waiting a full year for new
combined 6N data)
 Directness in former 14/18/19 area

Opportunities

Threats
 Long travel time to Manchester area
 Low-density development type north of
N George St and I-83

60
30
0
TRANSFER JEFF PER OB NEUPENN
OB
OB

24

54
26

Borom OB HACC6N OB FRMBROOK ESPRESSO
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Strengths
 Connection to York College

Opportunities
 Resource reallocation
 Later hours
 If not reallocating these resources,
shelters on Jackson St to attract
YCP students

Weaknesses

7S

 Lowest ridership in system (only route
to not meet service standard for RPRH
and RPRM)
 Directness
 Service span (only 7-9AM and 2-5PM)
 Route shares duplicate coverage with
9S and 8S

Threats
 Competing for riders with YCP
student shuttles
 Rail trail provides alternative access to
downtown York for YCP students

20

15
7

0
TRANSFER OB

7SO03 OB

RICHLAND OB

2.1
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8S

20

15

2.1

7
0
TRANSFER OB

GEO JACK OB

Strengths
 Access to York Hospital
 Ridership between the Transfer
Center and York Hospital
 Reliability

Opportunities
 Financial support from York
Hospital/Wellspan
 Run north/south on George St only

YORKHOSP OB

Weaknesses
 Ridership on George St and Duke St

Threats
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9S

20

15
7

0
TRANSFER OB

Strengths
 Access to York Hospital
 Ridership between the Transfer
Center and York Hospital
 Reliability

Opportunities
 Financial support from York
Hospital/Wellspan
 Possible re-route to Edgar Square
from Jackson then to Hospital to
provide medical connection
 Shelter on Jackson St to attract
riders

Weaknesses
 Ridership on other stops along route
 Directness
 Stops not properly signed

Threats

GEO JACK OB

YORKHOSP OB

2.1
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10S

Strengths

Weaknesses

 Access to Queen St retail
 Ridership between Transfer Center
and South York Plaza (SYPLAZA)
 Ridership in Red Lion borough
 One-seat ride from Red Lion to
downtown York

 Long trips if riding the entire route
 Directness
 Ridership in OSS/Leader Heights
segments
 Circuitous routing through retail
 Reliability, especially 3-6 PM
 Dangerous lack of pedestrian access to
transit at various points throughout
route

Opportunities

Threats

 Penn State York
 Shelters in Dallastown and Red Lion
boroughs
 Transit outreach at Opera House
and Red Lion borough community
 Discontinue service to OSS and St
Charles Way, reroute to Queen St

48
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Strengths
 Directness
 Connection Red Rose Transit
 Connection to York Mall

Opportunities

Weaknesses






12

Low ridership
Long trip if riding the entire route
Service span
More than 60% of riders use cash
Reliability

Threats

50

1.2

23
20

0
YORKMALL
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13

50

31
0
WMM OB

Strengths
 Access to West Manchester Town
Center

Opportunities
 Adaptive control system coming to
Route 74
 Senior centers and living
developments
 Outreach to Dover Borough (similar
to Red Lion)

Weaknesses
 Ridership
 Directness
 Deviation south of CH CARL

Threats
 Low density development
 Operates on a congested corridor

10
CH CARLO OB

PALOCARL OB

DOVER OB

3.1
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16

Strengths
 Access to Hanover
 Directness

Opportunities
 Outreach to Spring Grove Borough
 Shelter in Spring Grove Borough

Weaknesses







Reliability
Early trips
More than 60% of riders use cash
Long trips if riding the entire route
Service span
Dangerous pedestrian access
(SOSALEM, WLSNYORK)

Threats
 Low density development
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Hanover

Strengths
 Ridership to Giant
 Ridership to Hanover Crossing
 Reliability

Opportunities
 Weekend service
 Further coordination with social
services in the area to provide
transportation
 Service between Hanover and
Gettysburg

Weaknesses






McSherrystown
Overall ridership
Hanover Hospital ridership
Directness
More than 70% of riders use cash

Threats
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Strengths
 Directness
 One fare in multiple counties

Opportunities
 Connection to CAT
 Reallocation of resources

Weaknesses
 Ridership
 Reliability

Threats
 Operates on congestion section of 15
in Dillsburg

15N
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83N

Strengths
 Directness
 High percentage of riders using
passes

Opportunities
 Weekend service
 Manchester (I-83 Exit 24-28)
development and study of
multimodal connections
 CAT connection
 Density in Harrisburg

Weaknesses
 Reliability
 Limited service hours

Threats
 Historical ridership indicates route is
particularly sensitive to increasing gas
prices
 Riders are largely non-transit captive
commuters and lack of reliability of
service causes them to carpool or
drive alone
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Strengths
 Directness
 High percentage of riders using
passes

Opportunities
 Weekend service
 Connection to Maryland light rail
services
 Relocation of Shrewsbury park and
ride
 Resource reallocation

Weaknesses





Ridership
Reliability
Limited service hours
Long trips

Threats
 Low density development patterns in
Hunt Valley and Timonium

83S

Appendix B – Preliminary Route Maps with Recommended Stop Consolidation

APPENDIX B – PRELIMINARY ROUTE MAPS WITH
RECOMMENDED STOP CONSOLIDATION
The following pages include a map of each route with redundant stops removed, as explained in the
second recommendation section. These are preliminary recommendations based on GIS straight-line
buffers. Other factors like elevation, condition of sidewalk, and neighborhood accessibility, have not
been considered. Implementation of this recommendation will require significant public involvement
efforts. As with all service changes, rabbittransit will follow the evaluation process outlined in the
service standards.
Timepoints are drawn as squares and other stops are circles. Stops (and, more often, clusters of
stops) that warrant further discussion to prioritize and consolidate are highlighted in orange.
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Hanover

Appendix C – Driver Focus Group Notes

APPENDIX C – DRIVER FOCUS GROUP NOTES
Transit driver focus groups give rabbittransit drivers the opportunity to discuss general operating and
route-specific issues and provide valuable information for improvements that translate directly to
better transit service. Five driver focus groups were held during the development of this plan. The
focus groups were organized by similar route groups – Ones, Cores, Radial, and Hanover routes. The
following pages contain the notes from each of the focus groups. Their recommendations and
concerns appear throughout this plan.
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Appendix C – Driver Focus Group Notes

Jan 19



Grocery carts and large items have become a problem. Riders fill them with groceries and are
often too heavy for them to lift – must use the lift this can add 3-5 minutes. Then the carts/large
items block the aisles.
Time points: Route 1E - Harrison to Philadelphia: sit there but then Philadelphia to Broad:
already late. Need to adjust the time - less to Philadelphia from Harrison and more from
Philadelphia to Broad



Route 1W bus stop: Market and Hartley (left) and Philadelphia and Hartley (right)
Bus stop signs are too close to the corner; bus must block the intersection to stop; riders stand
right at the corner of both



Route 1E: Stony Brook Manor and Pleasant Acres – realign stops with rider needs; very few
riders anyway and 40’ hybrid buses are hard to drive through Stony Brook Manor – could put
the bus stop out at the road so the drivers could see if there are any riders before going through
that; have more riders walking their way to the Magisterial Court offices than going to Pleasant
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Acres nursing home – few visitors and less residents using the bus. Could move the bus stop to
the annex building closer to the court offices.











Should have announcements when the bus pulls up to a bus stop: “Put out your cigarettes; have
your money/pass ready, collapse your strollers/umbrellas, etc.” - instructions for getting on the
bus – be ready.
Route 1W timepoint: Delco to Rodney Road – sitting there too long – 3-6 minutes. Do drop
some people off but don’t need that much time.
Route 1W: is there going to be another bus stop at the West Manchester Town Center?
Bus stop 1E: Add E. Market St and Pine St – the YWCA. Closest bus stops are E. Market and
Queen or E. Market and Broad several blocks. There’s a daycare and a gym there.
Dark bus stops:
o Madison & Carlisle: shelter in among the trees
o E. Market Street: across from Hoss’s
o Shelter on White Street by Sherman Williams across from Weis Markets
The “Transfer Request” function doesn’t work properly – can’t send transfers on AVL. It looks
like the information was sent to the other bus; however, the other bus isn’t getting the
information, referred specially to buses 312, 310 and 309.
Also, the Stop announcements are not working correctly – they’re not updated.
The one thing that could be changed:
o Communication between dispatch and drivers; used to have Drivers meetings and
would all be told the same thing; there’s a lack of consistency in information being given
out.
o Implementing changes without a plan – get one memo that says to do it “this way” then
get another memo that says do it “that way”; should think things through better before

Appendix C – Driver Focus Group Notes



Jan 20








issuing memos (be practical) – some discussion about lunch breaks and multiple drivers
need to punch in at exactly the same time while people are waiting to get on the bus
o Notice of street/road closures for events and detours – it would be nice to know
before they get to it – better communication with York City; often have to tell the
dispatchers the route they will be taking because the dispatchers don’t know the road
network. 1st Friday is a problem; should have a better plan.
The students from Thackston – getting on the other Route 1 buses.
Route 18-19 – afternoon run needs some work.
Route 12: new timing of the route causes some people to be late for work, lost some riders
because of this or are getting to work late. (Note: the schedule for Route 12 was changed to
make a better connection with Red Rose Transit in Columbia)
Fareboxes: weather really impacts fareboxes and time it takes riders to board – money and
farecards get damp and don’t work well. Would like to see plastic cards like in DC (Smartrip
cards)
Route 16: route change suggestion to not go through the industrial park outside Hanover – very
few riders and not consistent – should just come in York Road
Route 22N: increase stop at Food Lion to increase ridership.
Route 16: The intersection at Moul St and Wilson Ave is difficult when school is getting out.
Route 5E bus stops:
o bus stop sign at the beer distributor is in the wrong place
o Suggested additional stop at Hartford Road – Christ Lutheran church (outbound) and
Eagle’s Nest (inbound)
o Should combine stops at Gabriel Brothers – should be able to drive up at center
entrance and turn left and the stop should be right there; not two stops – hard turns for
the bus
o Would like to see a stop at the Senior Center at Broad street, in addition to the high
rise, especially in bad weather






The number of wheelchairs, riders with walkers and bicycles is increasing. Overall increase
in handicapped riders. Also, more and more shopping/grocery carts and need to use the lift
for riders and their purchases. Often a conflict of kindness vs. service – more riders need
help but they need to keep the buses moving on schedule.
Question: why are there bus stops on every block on Philadelphia but not on Market?
Need to address the lack of operational experience in dispatch; often don’t know what
they’re talking about and/or they don’t know what to do in a given situation – drivers have
to tell dispatch what they are going to do in a situation. “Oh. Okay.”
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Jan 21




















The report on the board should be by route, not by driver.
Timepoints:
o Route 8-9: Transfer Center to Jackson – too much time so could leave later from
the Transfer Center
o Route 6 – George & Hamilton – inbound; has never made that timepoint on time,
always late
Route 6 – what does the route go to Colony Park Condos and bypass Pine Hill – Pine Hill is
a circle and would be easier to go around plus with Section 8/rental housing would probably
have transit needs and there is time for the bus to get to HACC
Route 3N – Street tree problem at Park St and Roosevelt

Grocery carts and large item purchase are a problem – can put some things behind certain
seats but usually have things in the aisle.
Overall there are more riders in wheelchairs and with walkers
Customer Service – needs more training, giving out wrong information about which routes
go where; riders getting on wrong bus – were told the wrong bus to get to a destination;
aren’t familiar with the bus routes or the road network.
Route 4E (8S): bus stop at S. George and Princess – road is congested during AM and PM
peak and it’s dangerous for the bus to stop there
Route 4E – also Albemarle St & Princess – on inbound side
Route 9: the bus stop signs on the old Route 9 were removed but no bus stop signs were
put up for the route changes so there are only three bus stop signs on the entire route –
hence, no known bus stops along Route 9; potential riders don’t know where to get the bus.
Route 4E (and 3N): time is very tight; suggestion: stagger the start from the pulse – at the 20
for outbound (leave the Transfer Center) and at the 50 for inbound (from NW Plaza).
Wheelchairs and crossing Route 30 - are often late or too close.
There’s a problem with transfer requests. A driver commented that she asks dispatch to
contact specific buses, not “all buses”. Would like to be able to send multiple transfers at
once instead of 3-4 buttons each time for each transfer.
Suggestion: customer service needs more training on the routes, the times and the
connections
There are issues with the training of new drivers: who is doing the training? Bus Knowledge
vs. Routes Knowledge. Don’t mind training new drivers on driving the routes but should
have experienced drivers say that they want to be trainers before sending out new drivers
who don’t know anything about buses and driving buses.
Suggestion: limit the size/weight of items that people can bring on the bus. Comment –
some of the strollers are incredibly heavy, not just grocery carts, and riders can’t lift them
themselves.
Fareboxes are problematic during bad weather.
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The printed schedules for Route 18 & 19 are wrong.
South Highland at Market St signal light is not working properly.
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Hanover Routes: drivers commented on the rider “Rusty” and his getting to work if the route to
the south is cancelled, also noted that Community Aid in the Giant Shopping Center on
Baltimore Street on the route going south is a popular stop
Route 10S: the riders are hard to manage on this route – don’t have money ready when they
board and are often short of the fare, loading them and their groceries at the store stops often
makes the bus late
Suggestion for the 10S: go back to splitting the route like it used to be with the 4E and the 15
with the transfer at Pauline Drive. Discussed the difficulty with the transfer and missed transfers
for the reason why the 10S goes to the Transfer Center – discussion about the responsibility of
the drivers to communicate and make the connection happen.
There’s a bus stop sign on S. Queen Street and Cottage Pl but there is no bus that stops there.
Sign should be removed.

Suggestion: for Route 1E – should hit the Walmart only once
Suggestion: Hanover routes - McSherrystown portion: scrap it. Not many riders. Also, stop
adding things and then taking them away. Discussion about the Hanover Routes in general and all
the changes that have been made recently trying to attract more riders.
Observation: Route 9S on Saturdays – no riders.
One thing that they would change:
o rookie dispatchers (comments the same as other focus groups).
o Customer services needs to make an effort to educate people calling in for route
information, should let people know transit policies – what they can and cannot take on
the bus, etc.
o At certain times of day/night – dispatch doesn’t answer the phone, are sometimes doing
customer service instead of dispatch. Drivers need backup and faster response is
required.
o Increase loading times at the stores. This will help making the next time point.
Discussion about the Thackston student riders – lengthy discussion about the fighting and mob
mentality of the students and that it is getting worse and more physical. They are a danger to
other riders and senior citizens. There should be more policing and a presence from the school
or other authority, maybe police at the Transfer Center. Dispatch doesn’t respond in a helpful
way, don’t know what to do.
Comment: Bus 315 – back door opens with just a push.
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Route 18/19/14 (Route 18) – need to remove bus stop sign at Willow Springs Ln and Espresso Dr.
Route 18 suggestion: should go in one direction all the time – is confusing for the riders, are usually
on the wrong side of the street – clockwise with ½-hour headways
Does have ridership to industrial park on east side of George
Route 18 suggestion: change the route on the east side of George to: enter Emig Rd and go under
one lane bridge, continue and turn left on Busser – move Connelly timepoint to Busser Rd cul-de-sac
where bus turns around, back onto Emig Rd and south to intersection of Emig rd and Locust Ln just
before Graham Packaging (move bus stop from Graham Packaging to intersection), turn right onto
Locust Ln which turns into Sinking Springs then left onto Aberdeen Rd to the light at N. George,
turn left and continue route.
- Reasons: bus has trouble getting through traffic on return trips through one
lane bridge underpass on Emig Rd; in the afternoon, there are trucks parked up
and down Connelly and is difficult driving! To reach the timepoint. There’s a
signal at Aberdeen Rd and N. George St to help facilitate left turn onto N.
George St.
 Route 14 – Saturday – the timing is off to attract people to this route; knows that there is one
rider who walks over from somewhere on Blackbridge Rd and the guys who work at Menasha;
might try to adjust times without bumping the Menasha guys.
 There are lots of bicycles but not grocery carts or other large items.
 Agreement with customer service giving out bad/wrong/incorrect information and having to deal
with angry riders on the wrong bus
 Also, when working late at night, cannot get dispatch on the radio or phone and can be scary to
not have any support from dispatch if something should happen. There’s often no answer when
you call.
 Route 5W: overall, route runs well.
 Should put the times on the bus stop signs for those stops where transit service does not stop
regularly or every run. Then riders will know when the bus stops there and when it doesn’t
without having a Hop N Go guide with them.
 There are regular issues with the garbage trucks on Monday and Thursday (mornings) and the
trains – but have to deal with these.
 Shopping carts and large items can be an issue for the 5W – getting riders on and off the bus and
the items are not secured
 The farebox is a big problem for the 5W – those change cards – both issuing them and riders
using them can be very time consuming and sometimes doesn’t work. Also, there has to be a
better way when money gets stuck in the farebox. Sometimes that’s all the money people have
(cash) and then they have no bus ticket and they have to wait to get their money. There should
be a better way, like driver should be able to give the rider an all-day pass because the farebox
ate their money.
 Dispatch doesn’t have a vision of how the system works – should ride the bus to know the
routes and streets better
 Route 5W – there is no access to Market Street from King St between Highland Ave and
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Overbrook Ave (railroad tracks, etc). Currently, drivers are charging riders for 2 trips when
they board on King Street to ultimately go east on Market Street, even though it could be a long
walk from King Street to Market between Highland and Overbrook as there is no access to
Market Street from King Street between these two points.
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